
Dear ESN Turkey Family,

With this motivation letter, I would like to explain my motivation for applying to be a
part of the National Auditors Team as the Financial Auditor of ESN Turkey.

First of all, I want to explain my ESN adventure and my academic situation. I graduated from
Civil Engineering Department, Eskişehir Osmangazi University and I am still studying in the
department of International Relations at Anadolu University. And lastly doing my Master
Degree at Bucharest Technical Construction University in the Department of Structural
Engineering.

To inform you about my ESN adventure, during the 2018-19 academic year, I started my
ESN career as an active member, and then I continued as treasurer of ESN ESOGU. Also, I
worked as a Social Inclusion Coordinator of my section last year. For the National Level, I
became a member of PRCOMM’ and ISC. In addition to these positions, I became the PR
Manager of SocialErasmus& ExchangeAbility Programmes of ESN Turkey. Now, in addition
to National Committees, again I was elected as PR Manager of Social Inclusion at National
Level; President, Treasurer, SE&EA Coordinator and Event Coordinator at Local Level.
Furthermore, I attended National Platforms as a Section Delegate to NP MU’18, SPM Trakya
’19, NP İzmir ’19, SPM Akdeniz ‘20. And I attended National Platform Samsun 19’ and Fall
National Assembly Arel ‘20 as a Main Chair. Also, I participated in the Annual General
Meeting (AGM) Thessaloniki as the Section Delegate as well. For National Events, I was the
OC of ESN Turkey Grand Cappadocia Trip in 2018, 2019 also I was the OC of Responsible
Party Eskişehir 2018,2019 and I participated in Chill’Ness IV and V. For the Trainings, I
attended ESN101 Ankara twice. Since I became ESNer, I have had a chance to understand
ESN duties and improve myself as a volunteer. Also, I believe that from the beginning of my
adventure, I have been contributing to our family, ESN Turkey, and ESN ESOGU as well.

Besides my local ESN experience, I became President of ESN Turkey during the 20-21
academic year. I was board responsible for a lot of teams and working groups thanks to my
national position. You can find all meetings and events I attended in my CV folder in my
national board member position.

Now, I feel myself to be the Financial Auditor of ESN Turkey thanks to the meetings, events,
projects that I have attended and teams I lead until now. From the National Platforms and
Assemblies, I attended before, I have been examined closely by the National Board and
National Auditors. As I mentioned in my CV, I believe that I have communication skills,
organizational skills, and job-related skills that Financial Auditor should have. For instance,
the Financial Auditor should be an active listener and speaker, punctual, and suitable for
teamwork, crisis management, and strategic thinking. As all of us know that Financial Auditor
should be reachable for every participant without any problem. As we already know “Budget
and money” has an unignorable fact in ESN Turkey in terms of time managing, auditing and
reporting it.
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In our first year after COVID-19, I think budget management and auditing the budget will
shape the next processes and steps of ESN Turkey; therefore, we can overcome from
preparing the mandate by leaving smiling faces at the end. Moreover, the Financial Auditor
should be a facilitator before, during, and after his/her mandate. And I think I will be useful
and productive from my previous experiences in this regard. Thus, I believe in myself thanks
to my soft skills. In addition to all of these, as already we know “SOS” has an important role
and is necessary for the ESN Turkey. I trust myself thanks to my knowledge and I know and
feel the importance of it. With National Board and my team members, we can work in
harmony and contribute to ESN Turkey and our lovely sections.

If I become the Financial Auditor of ESN Turkey, I would like to take a step further with
ESN Turkey Family. To conclude, I would hereby apply for the position of the National
Auditors Team as the Financial Auditor of ESN Turkey. If I am elected, I hope I will not
let down and I will duly perform my duties.

Best Regards,
Ayberk Yavuz

Former President of ESN Turkey (20/21)
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